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Empowering Students to Catch College and Career Dreams

Dr. Maria Martha Chavez Brumell.

Margaret Mead once said: “Never
doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it’s the only thing that
ever has.” Catch the Next, Inc., is
an example of how individuals and
institutions coming together can
increase the educational attainment
of Latinos and the underserved in the
state of Texas.
CTN’s College Success Program (now
known as Ascender) was established in
2012 in partnership with stakeholders
equally committed to closing the
achievement gap among groups in
the state. At that time, nearly eighty
percent of community college students
were classified as not college ready
and therefore were relegated to take
developmental education courses
that earned no college credit and
often used up the student’s financial
aid. With all its good intentions,
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developmental education created
a two-tier system within higher
education. Texas native and civil
rights advocate, Dr. Hector Garcia,
who promoted the desegregation of
schools, once said, “Education is our
freedom, and freedom is everybody’s
business.” Doing away with the twotiered system of developmental
education
in
Texas
requires
collaboration between colleges, the
state, and the philanthropic sector to
increase educational opportunity for
underrepresented students and to
continue to rise to the challenge for
student success.
It appears that new state legislation
and the 60x30TX strategic plan will
ultimately phase out developmental
education, but like all policy, House Bill
2223 has unintended consequences in
that students who are not yet college
ready will have to sink or swim as they

move to corequisite courses, unless
colleges implement programs such as
CTN’s Ascender Framework for Student
Advancement. To date, CTN has trained
faculty, staff, and administrators in
eleven community colleges and one
university. After our pilot year serving
three campuses across Texas, CTN now
serves twenty campuses throughout the
state, as we work to bring our successful
model to scale.
Year after year, CTN students have
outperformed their peers in similar
classes on their campuses, and they
have far exceeded state averages in
developmental reading and writing.
The same holds true for new corequisite
courses. CTN’s success is instrumental
in changing the landscape for
developmental education and for higher
education more broadly. Currently, only
9.4 percent of underprepared students
entering community colleges complete
a degree or certificate within six years.
And ACT data reported in 2017 by Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board
Commissioner, Dr. Raymund Paredes,
show that only 8 percent of Latino
students and 12 percent of African
Americans are college ready in all
categories. I agree with Paredes that “the
8 percent and 12 percent numbers should
be scary to all of us.” Low educational
attainment impacts the economy, and
without interventions like those offered
by CTN, the loss of revenue to the state
will be devastating. This is the work
before us. Fortunately, our growth even
in the past year, demonstrates promise
for our ability to alleviate the equity crisis
in higher education in Texas.

Catch the Next’s mission is to increase the
educational achievment of Latinos and other
underserved communities and to close
achievement gaps in Texas.
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The Texas Challenge
In 2015, Texas adopted the 60x30TX plan
with the goal that by 2030, at least 60
percent of Texans ages 25-34 will have a
certificate or degree. “The plan is founded
on the critical need for Texas to produce an
educated workforce that is able to adapt
and compete at the highest levels.
Catch the Next’s mission to increase the
educational attainment of Latinos and
other underserved communities and
to close achievement gaps aligns with
and supports the goals of the 60x30TX
plan, which specifically targets for
increased college completions Hispanics,
African Americans, and economically
disadvantaged students, groups that have
traditionally been underrepresented in

BY 2030
New Jobs Requiring
Postsecondary Degree

60%

the state’s higher education institutions.
Additionally, the plan’s target age group,
25 - 34 year olds, is projected to grow 41
percent among Latinos between 2015 and
2030, making Hispanic youth critical to the
success of the plan.
A significant barrier to degree attainment,
however, is the fact that 42.6 percent of all
first-time college students in Texas and 61
percent of first-time community college
students enter below college readiness
benchmarks for reading, writing, and/
or math. According to ACT scores, only 8
percent of African American students and
12 percent of Latino students are college
ready in all areas.
According to the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating
Board
(THECB),
this
population is “much less likely to complete
degrees and certificates, when compared
to students entering college ready. In
fact, only 9.4 percent of underprepared
students entering community colleges and
54 percent entering universities actually
graduate, compared to 16.9 percent and
85 percent, respectively, for students
entering college ready. It is clear that the
success of the underprepared students in
higher education is essential if Texas is to
increase completions by over 20 percent in
the next years, thus meeting the 60x30TX
completion goal.”

“It is not too much to say that how well
we educate Latino children will pretty
much determine the fate of Texas in
the 21st century.”
Projected Growth of Latino
population age 25-34

- THECB Commissioner Raymund Paredes
2016 State of Higher Education Address

41%
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Catch the Next is a college readiness and
completion organization, which has been
partnering with colleges committed to closing
achievement gaps across Texas since 2012.

Climbing Together for College
Readiness and Completion

Catch the Next is leading the movement toward acceleration to meet the
challenges and needs of colleges, professors, and, above all, students.
CTN’s Ascender program achieves this momentum by offering a firstyear experience program that centers on student cohorts and learning
communities while offering a rigorous, contextualized teaching approach
that builds on students’ assets.
The Catch the Next framework implements best practices in professional
development through its three-part series of intensive and research-based
seminars, led by skilled practitioners in the Ascender Program, as well as
its Teaching and Learning for Student Success Monthly Webinar Series and
Transformative Teaching Track, all featuring presentations of research,
teaching practices, and creative expressions of our national body of scholar,
author, and community leadership mentors. This sustained professional
development, all with foundations in empathetic mentoring and coaching,
has proven success in the enrichment it provides to classrooms and student
interactions among our member faculty, staff, and administration. CTN
creates a network of familial and community engagement for the students
who need it the most.

Collective Impact
CTN collaborates with colleges, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board, the University of Texas Department of Educational Leadership and Policy, the UT Division of Diversity and Community Engagement, the Texas Education Research Center, the Dana Center at UT Austin, Greater Texas Foundation,
and the Meadows Foundation as thought partners to achieve collective impact.

•• 			COMMON AGENDA		
•• 		

COMMON PROGRESS MEASURES 		

•• 		

MUTUALLY REINFORCING ACTIVITIES		

		

Alignment of mission and vision of partner organizations

Collaborating to accelerate developmental education and
close equity and achievement gaps
Developing a community of learning and support to empower
students to persist and complete

•• 			COMMUNICATIONS			 Sustained networks of mentoring, coaching, and
accountability

			

•• 		

BACKBONE ORGANIZATION			

A lead organization that manages collaboration
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Our Team

Leading the Climb:
Our Team
Dr. Luzelma Canales

Board Chair
Director, RGV Focus

Dr. William Serrata

President,
El Paso Community College

Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs,
Austin Community College

Allegra Villarreal

Board Secretary.,
Faculty in English, Austin
Community College

Dr. Charles Cook

Sarita Brown

President,
Excelencia in Education

Kathy Zarate

Senior Fellows Coordinator,
Texas OnCourse

Dr. Margaretha (Ety) Bischoff

Dean of Liberal Arts and
Social Sciences,
South Texas College

Dr. Stephanie Alvarez

Associate Professor of
Mexican American Studies,
University of Texas - Rio
Grande Valley

Dr. Mike Flores

The CTN Board of Directors is
composed of individuals who
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Chancellor,
Alamo Colleges District.

have passion and experience in higher
education and who are willing to volunteer
their time to make our organization strong
for our students and staff. We know their
passions align with our mission, and we
value their guidance, experience, and
engagement within our program.

Dr. Maria Martha Chavez

Shared
governance
and
leadership
development are at the heart of CTN’s success
at colleges across Texas. We could not have
achieved this level of success without our
partners at these Texas colleges:
South Texas College
Mid Valley Campus, Weslaco
Pecan Campus, McAllen
Starr Campus, Rio Grande City

El Paso Community College District
Valle Verde Campus
Transmountain Campus
Rio Grande Campus
Alamo College District
Palo Alto College
St. Philips College
Northeast Lakeview College
San Antonio College

CEO,
Catch the Next.

Austin Community College District
Riverside Campus, Austin
Highland Campus, Austin
Hays Campus, Kyle
South Austin Campus, Austin
Round Rock Campus, Round Rock
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Since its beginnings in 2012, CTN students
have consistently outperformed their peers
throughout the state in successful completion
of developmental and college-level English
within their first year.

Rising to the Challenge:
Improving Student Success

Average Reading/Writing
Success Rates (2016)

Completing developmental coursework
is the first barrier to completion for the 61
percent of students who enter community
college not yet meeting college readiness
benchmarks. Since 2012 CTN students have
consistently not only successfully completed
Integrated Reading and Writing courses at
an average rate of 80 percent; they have also
completed their first college-level English
course within one year at a rate 20-40 points
higher than state averages.
Ascender students also consistently
outperform their peers at their colleges, with
success rates on average 20 points higher
than those of their non-Ascender peers.

State Avg.
Reading

59%

CTN Avg.
INRW

83%

Success Rates Between
Ascender and Non-Ascender
Peers, 2016-2017

Catch the Next Average Integrated Reading and Writing Success Rates
2012 - 2017
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Data. Texas Higher Education Data. Date of last access June 2018 .
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Unlike many college persistence programs, Catch the Next focuses on instruction and
high-impact teaching practices in addition to student support services. CTN’s Best in
Class professional development series empowers faculty and staff with high-impact and
culturally responsive teaching strategies and leadership skills to extend their impact
beyond a single classroom and into the broader department and campus. To date, CTN has
trained 142 faculty, staff, and administrators from 19 campuses throughout Texas. With an
average total benefit to over 142 students per faculty member trained in CTN’s model, our
faculty and staff serve over 20,160 students statewide each semester.

37

Average number of students per
instructor directly benefiting from
CTN’s model (Fall 2017)

Average number of students per
instructor indirectly benefiting from
CTN’s model (Fall 2017)

105

84%

83%

2017

One-Year College Composition Average Success Rates
2012 - 2016

Professional Development
and Direct/Indirect Benefits

INRW Success Rates
Productive grade rate data for
Ascender Integrated Reading
and Writing courses compared
to those on member colleges
not participating in the Ascender
program show that Ascender
students exit dev. ed at a rate
20% higher than their nonAscender peers.

ENGL Sucess Rates
Productive grade rate data for
Ascender English 1301 courses
compared to those on member
colleges not participating in the
Ascender program show that
Ascender students successfully
complete college-level courses in
1 year at a rate 17% higher than
their non-Ascender peers.

CTN data is an average of three colleges, El Paso CC, South Texas College, and Palo Alto College.
Austin Community College has been implementing a co-requisite model since it joined in 2015.

Definitions
INRW (Integrated Reading and Writing):
An accelerated developmental English
course that pairs developmental reading
and developmental writing in a single
course.

ENGL 1301: Entry-level, credit-bearing
English course, generally titled Composition I.

Co-requisite: An instructional strategy
whereby students are co-enrolled in a
developmental education course or NCBO
(non-course competency based option)
and the entry-level freshman course of the
same subject matter within the same term.
Success Rate: The percentage of students
who have completed a course with an A.
B, or C. Does not include completers who
have received a D, F, or IP (in progress).

Direct Impact: Students served by the full
Ascender Framework for Student Advancement, including the cohort model, learning
communities, mentoring, and student
engagement.
Indirect Impact: Students benefiting from
the ongoing professional development in
student-centered, culturally responsive,
and asset-based teaching strategies that
faculty learn through our Best in Class
professional development series.
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CTN Rising Stars

CTN Rising Stars

mountable.
“This was a time the CTN familia was
crucial to me because any issue was looked
at as an actual issue. It wasn’t just, ‘You
need to deal with it.’” The CTN family cared.
Her instructors were flexible. Her counselor
listened and continued to stress the fouryear program. A CTN campus tour of Texas
A&M San Antonio was a pivotal moment in
her life and the catalyst she needed.
Veronica graduated from Palo Alto College
and then graduated from Texas A&M San
Antonio with an honor cord and an overall
GPA of 3.6, and she did it in three-and-ahalf years.
This fall Veronica walked into her first class
on St. Mary’s University campus as a law
student. Her career goal is to become a
family court judge.

Veronica Gonzalez

Palo Alto College, Class of 2015
Texas A&M University, San Antonio,
Class of 2016
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She should have been a statistic - another
number adding to the billions in lost revenue in the state of Texas. She would have
been just another young person’s loss of
hope for a brighter future, another dream
deferred.

At 18, pregnant with her first child, Veronica
made the promise to herself that when her
daughter started school, she would, too. In
the next few years, as a stay-at-hme mom
for her daughter and son, she received her
GED.

Growing up in San Antonio’s south side, Veronica had no stable place to live and often
little food to eat. She attended 15 different
elementary schools and failed 8th grade.
Then, with her mom’s encouragement,
she dropped out. She tried to go back to
school, enrolling in the ninth grade in three
different schools and each time leaving because the need for money to help her mom
was more important.

She enrolled at Palo Alto College and became a part of the Catch the Next family.
During her time at PAC, two events in her
personal life could have caused her to lose
her dream. She and her husband were trying to adopt her second cousin’s children,
who had been placed in a shelter by CPS;
and another cousin, who was like a sister
to her, was diagnosed with a rare cancer.
Juggling her time between the hospital,
the courtroom, and college seemed insur-

Navid Ochoa
South Texas College, Class of 2015
Texas A&M University- Kingsville,
Class of 2017
Navid Ochoa walked the stage to receive
her bachelor’s degree from Texas A&M
University , Kingsville on December 15,
2017. She had the honor to represent
the College of Education. Navid was
also an active member of Phi Kappa Phi
Golden Key International Honor Society,
Phi Delta Kappa International, and
TASBE (Texas Association of Students in
Bilingual Education). She had been able
to maintain a 4.0 GPA, received a plaque
for Distinguished Student, gave a speech,
and received her bachelor’s in Education. It
was an extraordinary accomplishment for
Navid to graduate with such high honors.
Many witnessed as she gave her speech,
but very few knew the beginning of the
story behind this assertive woman.

Texas College, where she was placed in
developmental education and recruited to
participate in the Catch the Next program.
This is when Navid flourished in her
educational journey. Drs. Anna B. Alaniz
and Juan Ramirez were her instructors at
the time. It was in the CTN program that
Navid met peers who became lifelong
friends and instructors who became
mentors and familia. In the program,
she was motivated to dream big and was
taught how to set short term goals in order
to reach her long-term goals. Navid took
these lessons to heart and put them into
practice. Her motto has been, “Sacrifice the
person you are today for the person you
want to become.”

Navid was born and raised on the Mexican
side of the border. She came to this country
in 2005, married and with the hunger to
educate herself and learn the ways of her
new home. She tried enrolling at the local
high school, but was turned away, so she
enrolled in an ESL program through Region
One, where she soon transitioned to their
Pre-GED program. In 2013, she was able to
obtain her GED. It was this same year that
she applied and was accepted to South
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A Look Ahead
The immediate future for Catch the Next
holds even greater and more rapid growth
across the state. In the fall of 2018, all
colleges are implementing a co-requisite
Ascender model, and most are also adding
a math component.
Building on the THECB’s endorsement of
our professional development model and
thanks to a recent grant from the THECB
and Austin Community College, in the fall
of 2018 CTN is piloting its Transformative
Teaching Track for faculty throughout the
state. The Transformative Teaching Track
is a two-day, experiential and intensive
training in classroom strategies, cocurricular design and team building with
an emphasis on culturally responsive
practice. The training is tailored to meet
the needs of faculty who wish to play
a leadership role in response to Texas
House Bill 2223 and the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board’s 60x30TX
campaign.
Additionally, CTN has contracted with
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the Texas Education Research Center to
conduct a study of the effectiveness of our
programs in comparison to control groups
from the colleges. The study will examine
credit completion, time to degree, and the
impact of affective factors in academic
achievement.
Finally, we are pleased to announce
the continued support of Greater Texas
Foundation and the Meadows Foundation.
A generous two-year grant from Greater
Texas Foundation and a one-year grant
from the Meadows Foundation will allow
CTN to expand its Ascender Framework for
Student Advancement throughout various
regions classified by the Texas Regional
Action Plan as vital for improving college
graduation rates. Over 80 percent of the
population within these regions is Latino
and considered at-risk for not completing
a college degree. Greater Texas Foundation
and the Meadows Foundation have
answered the call to serve these regions by
supporting efforts in assisting underserved
and disadvantaged students to pursue

and complete associate’s and/or bachelors
degrees. Both foundations’primary goal is
to close the achievement gaps in Texas by
supporting Catch the Next’s partnership
with other colleges committed to achieving
the same goal. Through the efforts of
these foundations, an increase in higher
education achievement can be reached,
improving the future economic output
across Texas.
Thanks to the support of Greater Texas
Foundation and the Meadows Foundation,
CTN’s Ascender Framework has expanded
to the following colleges and campuses,
which are beginning implementation of the
Ascender program in academic year 201819.
Faculty and staff from all five of the new
campuses attended the 2018 Foundational
Summer Summit, and Catch the Next
is honored to count each of these new
campuses among our Ascender familia.

Introducing 2018-2019 College
Partners

About Catch the Next
Catch the Next began in 2009 with the mission
to increase educational opportunity for Latino
students. In 2011, CTN partnered with the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
and the Puente Project of California to bring
faculty professional development and a model
of wrap-around services for developmental
education students to three colleges in Texas:
El Paso Community College, Palo Alto College
in San Antonio, and South Texas College in the
Rio Grande Valley; Austin Community College
joined in 2015.
Since then, a total of 12 colleges across 5
regions of Texas have been trained in our
model. All colleges serve a majority Latino
student population, and all were accelerating
multiple semesters of developmental English
coursework into a single semester Integrated
Reading and Writing course to met state policy
demands.
Colleges developed learning communities with
INRW and a first-semester student success
course and used validating pedagogical
models, community mentoring, and a

HAYS AND
ROUND ROCK
The Hays and Round Rock
campuses of Austin Community College are two of
the newest campuses in the
district, opening in 2014 and
2010 respectively. At the
Hays campus, serving the rapidly growing Kyle-Buda region south of Austin, 50 percent of students identify as
Latino, 38 percent White, and
5 percent African American.
Located north of Austin, at
the Round Rock campus, 43
percent of students identify
as White, 35 percent Latino,
9 percent African American,
and 3 percent Asian.

NORTHEAST
LAKEVIEW
COLLEGE

Northeast Lakeview College
was established in 2007 and
is the newest member of
the Alamo Colleges District.
Currently, 49 percent of the
student population is Latino, 34 percent White, and 11
percent African American.
Northeast Lakeview was recognized as one of the top 10
Most Admired Colleges and
Universities to Watch in 2018.

SAN ANTONIO
COLLEGE

ST. PHILIP’S
COLLEGE

Established in 1925, San Antonio College is one of the
oldest community colleges in
the Alamo Colleges District.
With a semesterly enrollment
of over 23,000 students, 57
percent of students are Latino, 29 percent are White,
7 percent are African American, and 3 percent are Asian.
In 2018, San Antonio College
was ranked 8th by Hispanic
Outlook magazine on the list
of top community colleges
for Hispanics.

St. Philip’s College was founded in 1898 as a Black- and
Hispanic-serving
college
in San Antonio. Today, St.
Philip’s serves over 11,000
students every semester. 51
percent are Latino, 29 percent White, and 12 percent
are African American. From
2016-2017, St. Philip’s was
recognized as being the #1
online two-year college in
Texas by Accredited Schools
Online.

familia-based approach to instruction. After
successfully completing the developmental
course, students moved into the credit-level
English course with the same instructor to
support their transition into college-level
coursework.
Inspired by our early success, CTN has
continued to adapt and scale its program to
meet the needs of more students in Texas.
In March 2018 we formalized our adapted
framework as The Ascender Framework for
Student Advancement, which incorporates
not only faculty but also counselors, advisors,
mentor coordinators, and administrators in
the implementation of the Ascender first-year
success and completion program. Learning
communities for the program now include
Integrated Reading and Writing, Learning
Frameworks, Mathematics, Composition, and
other gateway courses. Counseling, mentoring,
familia, and student leadership provide
students with support, a sense of belonging,
and motivation to succeed and lead in their
communities.

We continue to adapt and scale by adopting
co-requisite courses into our model in
keeping with Texas House Bill 2223 and
60x30TX. From its first CTN offerings in fall
2015, Austin Community College has been
leading this effort with its implementation
of co-requisite English courses. While corequisite courses will increase the number
of students who have access to collegelevel coursework in their first semester,
the Ascender Framework provides the
appropriate academic and social-emotional
supports to ensure their success in such
accelerated courses.

CTN Supporters and Thought Partners
The work of Catch the Next is made possible by the generous support and partnership of:
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